
WRITE ADDRESS ON A4 ENVELOPE POSTAGE

The large envelope rate of postage applies to flat items, such as an A4 sheet of Put a return address in the top left hand
corner so undelivered mail can be sent.

The return address goes in the top left corner, just like it does on smaller envelopes. Parcels The parcel rate of
postage applies to items weighing up to 20kg and with the following maximum dimensions: Length 1. Ideally,
the delivery address should end about 1 inch from the right edge of the envelope, even if that means scooting
it more than 1 inch to the right of the return address. Portrait Orientation When you mail large envelopes with
the short ends on the top and bottom, the post office prefers the delivery address to be near the top of the
envelope. Putting those addresses in the right locations on the envelope helps ensure fast and correct delivery.
The delivery address should start at least 1 inch to the right and 1 inch below the return address. This is
rounded up to 20, giving a dimensional weight of 20kg. Dimensional weight Large but light parcels, such as a
box of pillows, may be charged according to their dimensional weight to reflect the full cost of their transport.
Large envelopes The large envelope rate of postage applies to flat items, such as an A4 sheet of standard
paper. Start the delivery address at least 1 inch to the right and 1 inch below the return address. To speed up
your delivery and get the most out of OCR follow these guidelines: Always use block capitals when hand
writing addresses and avoid colour, italics and underlining if typing it Do not include punctuation marks in the
address Choose light-coloured envelopes as those with dark backgrounds such as red, blue or green are
unreadable Items to be sent outside Ireland should be marked with an Air Mail label, which you can pick up at
your local post office and attach to the left of the postage area Do not use staples, metal or plastic clips on the
envelope. The return address includes your name and full address. Apply the label as straight as possible and
put it where you would normally write the delivery address on the envelope. Most labels make this easy by
marking the locations with "From" and "To. Most letters, postcards, bills, statements and greeting cards fall
into this category. The post office delivers some mail without return addresses, but some services such as
Priority Mail Express require a return address. Unlike landscape envelopes where the delivery address can be
near the bottom, it should be as close to the top of the envelope as possible in portrait orientation while
keeping the 1-inch buffer between the bottom of the return address and top of the delivery address. To
calculate the dimensional weight, multiply the length in centimetres by the width by the depth and divide by 6,
Print the addresses clearly in capital letters or type them so they are easier for the post office to process. Using
Labels Many mailing labels suitable to use on large envelopes have spaces for both the return and delivery
addresses. Postal Service requires specific address information on all letters and packages.


